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true colours
Discover the untapped potential in your garden blooms
on a course with the queen of dyeing & weaving g
PHOTOGRAPHS JOHN CAMPBELL | WORDS TAMSIN WESTHORPE
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COURSES | PLANT DYES

Jane Meredith
runs workshops
on natural
plant dyes from
flowers, leaves
and husks at her
garden in the
Wye Valley,
turning fleeces
into colourful
wool rugs
and blankets.
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Her garden is a combination of river bed, vegetable garden and plantings
of flowers for dyeing - a colourful spectacle of blooms

A

good-looking and productive garden of
fruit, vegetables and flowers is something
gardeners strive for. But some people want
more, and take on a smallholding too.
For one dedicated woman, Jane Meredith,
the pursuit of self-sufficiency led her to go one step
further - using flowers from her garden to dye wool and
fabrics for her family’s clothes.
‘When I first got married, there was a strong selfsufficiency movement, and my husband Julian and I were
very much part of that,’ explains Jane. ‘We had a two-acre
plot in Norfolk with chickens, pigs and goats, and
grew our own veg.’ So with three young daughters to clothe,
when a friend offered her a spinning wheel and a few lessons,
she snapped it up. This new skill led to an interest in knitting.
‘But the children soon got bored of my plain knitted
creations,’ she says. ‘One day, a friend and I decided to jazz
the wool up a bit by making plant dyes in a pot over
a bonfire. We enjoyed it, so I carried on experimenting, and
one thing led to another. It turned out that, although not
artistic as a child, I was good with colour.’

ABOVE Course
participants
gather flowers
and leaves for
dyeing in Jane’s
garden. LEFT
Onion skins are
used to turn the
wool yellow.
BELOW LEFT
Coreopsis flowers
turn fabrics red.
OPPOSITE
Buddleja flowers
make a natural
brown dye.

WAYS WITH WOOL
The couple moved to Herefordshire in 1996, to a dreamy
cottage with an acre of land by the River Wye. Famed for its
wool production, this county was the perfect place to expand
Jane’s skills. Her garden there is a combination of river bed,
vegetable garden and plantings of flowers for dyeing a colourful spectacle of blooms. g
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‘Results can be different each time - that’s what
makes lifting the wool from the dye pot exciting’
g

Her dyeing workshops started by accident, when she was
asked to provide something for a school auction of promises,
and offered a course on dyeing wool with plants. ‘After that,
I realised that I was good at sharing my passion, and the
workshops slowly built up,’ she says.
Although she grows all the plants for her flower dyes on
site, wool is the key ingredient for Jane’s courses, but she has
never kept sheep. ‘You need quite a lot of land to keep sheep,’
she says, ‘so I buy rare-breed fleeces from farming friends.’

COLOUR CARE
Most of Jane’s workshops run over a few days, and take the
participants through the whole gamut of activities, from
preparing the wool to dyeing it and then spinning and
weaving a piece of fabric to take home.
The process starts with sorting and washing the fleeces,
which are placed in boiling water with soapy solution and
left overnight. The excess water is put on the garden, and the
fleeces are hosed down until the water runs clear. They are
then put in an old-fashioned, top-loading spin dryer.
Next, Jane boils the wool with a mordant to prepare
the material to take the dye, helping to ‘fix’ or ‘set’
the colour. There are various types of mordants, and
each one gives a different effect on the treated wool
once dyed - some work best in partnership with particular

plant dyes. Jane looks to the garden, and boils up rhubarb
leaves to make one of her mordants.
Flowers for dyeing are picked from the garden, to be added
to a cauldron over a flame, and cooked up with the prepared
wool. Jane instructs her groups clearly as to which plants to
pick to create their desired colours. Onion skins make
a bright-yellow dye, while Coreopsis tinctoria gives an
antique-red and russet finish. Walnut leaves make a very rich
brown, and buddlejas create a brown or yellow tone. ‘The
colours are not an exact science, and results can be slightly
different each time - that is what makes lifting the wool from
the dye pot so exciting,’ explains Jane. Once the wool has
been dyed and dried out in the open air, Jane’s workshop
participants learn to ‘card’ two different wools together, and
have a weaving lesson on a Brinkley loom.
The courses are hands on, with groups of between 10 and
12 people all leaving with something they have created... and
colourful fingers! ‘I don’t blind people with science,’ says
Jane. ‘I prefer that they have fun and enjoy the wonderful
setting here by the river.’

ABOVE LEFT
The dyed wool is
taken from the
pot as it cools,
and left to drain.
Clothes pegs on
each piece
indicate which
mordant was
used to set the
dye, so those on
the course can
see the different
shades they
produce. ABOVE
RIGHT Jane’s
stone cottage sits
by the River Wye.

Jane Meredith is running workshops at her cottage on 1-3 and
21-24 August; and 5-7 September. Learn about wool and
natural plant dyes, and have a go at felting, dyeing and
weaving. Tel: +44 (0)1981 590370. www.plantdyedwool.co.uk
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